
CE Astronomy Workshop 4 – Basics of Image Processing with PixInsight  

By Van Macatee 

Processing is the equivalent of dark room development of images.   Mastering these skills 
will enable you to extract all of the usable data in you hard won data.  Think of processing 
as the third leg of the AP Stool.  The other legs are seeing conditions and image capturing. 

It is no less important than the other two.  For every hour Ansel Adams spent in the field 
exposing film, he spent 2 hours in the darkroom extracting and manipulating his ‘data’.  His 
artistry was as much in the darkroom as it was in the field! 

We will use PixInsight as our darkroom.  It is a software package built specifically for AP 
and is emerging as the preeminent tool for image processing.  Think of PI as an operating 
system.  Within the platform are many tools used to accomplish processing.  While 
intimidating at first blush, it’s power will become self evident with practice.  It is vital that 
you think and organize your journey into PI into Workflow steps.  These steps will insure 
you apply the right tool at the right time as you process your data.  Further, the workflow 
will reduce image complexity into a series of baby steps towards a beautiful outcome. 

This workshop will be presented as a demonstration and therefore will not spend detailed 
time on each step.  The goal is to familiarize attendees with the topics and tools of 
processing. 

Workshop 4 will cover the basics of processing astro images. Topics covered will be 
grouped into three major workflow steps.   

1. Pre-processing of sub frames. 
a. Sub analysis and selection - the process of inspecting and culling subs. 
b. Image calibration – subtracting dark, bias and flat data.  
c. Registering – matching subs in preparation for stacking. 
d. De-bayering – converting subs into red, green, blue and luminance channels. 
e. Image Integration – Stacking and producing a master image. 

2. Processing of resulting ‘master light’ in linear form. 
a. Crop – eliminating stacking artifacts and compose your image. 
b. Rotate/Flip – correcting telescope inversion and creating a pleasing composition. 
c. Linier Fit – matching the values of the RGBL channels. 
d. Background Extraction – eliminate background artifacts like vignetting. 
e. Color Calibration – Setting black and white values therefore optimizing color. 
f. Background Neutralization – neutralize background artifacts. 
g. Stretch - make image non-linear. 

3. Processing of master in non-linear form.  
a. High Dynamic Range Compression – extract usable data from high bright areas. 
b. Noise reduction – minimize noise and increase SNR therefore contrast. 
c. Color adjustment – Increase color saturation and luminance values. 
d. Final Stretch – make final tweaks to image. 
e. Save image – JPEG and other formats if desired. 



If time allows, we will also cover with a few other PI tools to punch up you image. 

Pre-work 

1. Go to the PI web site and look around.  Acquire the software if you are so inclined.  It is 
1/3rd the cost of Photoshop.  http://pixinsight.com 
 

2. Go to Harry’ Astro-shed and watch his wonderful tutorials on PI.  Start with the ‘Newbie’ 
videos’.  Harry has started pretty much everyone on the PI learning curve.  
http://www.harrysastroshed.com/pixinsight/pixinsight%20video%20html/Pixinsighthome.ht
ml 

3.   Download our practice image and while you are there, download my PI workflow. 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bw1gvJvp-HmQaTdoYU9lOU83RTA 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bw1gvJvp-HmQa0EtbFVzUkI5ZWs 
 
 

Equipment list 
1. Bring your laptop with all of the stuff above loaded. 
2. A fearless, curious and open mind – ready to begin a journey into a larger universe! 

 

 


